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Abstract.

The POLDER

radiometer

was on board the

Data

ß

ADEOS satellite from August 1996 to June 1997. This
instrument measuresradiancesin eight narrow spectral
The POLDER
instrument on ADEOS is described in
bands of the visible and near infrared spectrum. Two Deschamps
et al. [1994]. It consistsof a CCD matrix
of them are centered on the 02 A-band in order to infer detector, a rotating filter wheel and a wide field of view
cloud pressure. By assumingthe atmospherebehavesas lens. When the satellite passesover a target, up to 14
a pure absorbingmedium overlying a perfect reflector, different images are acquired in eight narrow spectral
an "apparent"pressurePappis derivedfrom POLDER bands of the visible and near infrared spectrum.
data. For validationpurposes,Pappis first compared The POLDER level I products processed by the
to the sea-surfacepressure Ps for clear-sky conditions; FrenchSpaceCenter(CNES) consistof calibratedradiPappis foundto be closeto Ps (within •30 hPa) for ances at 6.2 km resolution. The level 2 and 3 products
measurementsin the sunglint region. For overcastcon- are split in three processinglines: "Earth Radiation

ditions,Pappdiffersfrom the cloud-toppressuremainly Budget(ERB) and clouds","Oceancolorand aerosols

becauseof multiple scattering inside the cloud. When

Pappis comparedto the cloudpressuredeterminedfrom

over the ocean"," Land surfacesand aerosolsover land".

The apparentpressurePappis one of the outputsof

brightnesstemperature measurements,large differences the "ERB and clouds" processingline. It is inferred
are observed(typically180hPa).
from the differential absorptionbetween the reflectances
measured

in the narrowband

and wideband

channels

centered at 763 and 765 nm respectively. Practically,

Pappis calculatedas a functionof the oxygentransmis-

Introduction

sion derived

from

these two reflectances

after

remov-

Yamamotoand Wark [1961]have suggested
the use ing ozoneand water vaporabsorption(seeBuriez et al.
transmissions
of oxygen A-band absorption to infer cloud pressure. [1997]for further details). The gaseous
are
based
on
line
by
line
simulations
using
HITRAN'96
Recently,sometheoreticalefforts [Fisher and Grassl,
data bank [Rothmanet al., 1998]. All
1991; O'Brien and Mitchell, 1992; Ifuze and Chance, spectroscopic
1994]and aircraftmeasurements[Fisheret al., 1991] scattering effects are neglected and the atmosphereis
out.
All these studies have shown 'assumedto behave as a pure absorbingmedium overthat the oxygen A-band is potentially efficient for de- lying a perfect reflectorlocatedat pressurePapp. In
terminingthe cloud-toppressure.They havealsoshown addition, the reflectance /•* that would be measured if
that the main difficulty lies in the photon penetration there was no absorptionis derivedby assumingit is the
same in both channels. These calculations are made for
problem and the influenceof ground reflectivity.
The POLDER (POLarization and Directionalityof every geographicpixel but the POLDER products corthe Earth'sReflectances)IDeschamps
et al., 1994]ra- respondto means over super-pixelscomposedof 9 by 9
diometer has two spectral bands centeredon the oxygen pixels(0.50 by 0.50 at the equator).

have been carried

The

interband

calibration

between

the 763 nm and

A-band. It waslaunchedon ADEOS (AdvancedEarth
765 nm channelsis expectedto be accurate within 1%
ObservingSatellite)in August1996.
to an absoluteacThis paper presentsfirst resultsof the apparent pres- [Hagolleet al., 1997];it corresponds
sure derived from ADEOS-POLDER data by using a
non-scatteringmodel. This pressureis comparedto the
meteorologicalsea-surfacepressurefor clear-skyconditions and to the cloud pressurededucedfrom brightness
temperature measurementsfor overcastconditions.

Copyright1998by theAmericanGeophysical
Union.
Papernumber98GL02324.
0094-8534/98/98GL-02324505.00

curacy of about 20 hPa on the retrieved pressure. The
radiometric noiseinducesarms error varying from less

than 7 hPa for very brightscenes(/i•* > 50 %) to more
than 60 hPa for very dark scenes(/i•* < 2 %); these
values are divided at most by 9 when averaging over
a super-pixel. There are however additional uncertainties, mainly due to residual defaults in the stray light
correction and in the multi-directional co-registration.
The stray light strongly affects the dark sceneswhile
co-registration errors concern sceneswith high spatial
or angular variability suchas heterogeneouscloudsand
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oceanin the sunglint direction. From these considerationsand comparisonof valuesof the super-pixelapparent pressureretrievedfor slightly differentviewing directions, the overall rms error due to all error sourcesis
estimatedto vary from _<30 hPa for very bright scenes
up to • 40- 60 hPa for very dark scenes.
POLDER data presentedhere were acquired during the 14 daily overpassesof ADEOS over ocean on
November10, 1996. These data are complementedby
brightnesstemperature measurementsfrom Meteosat
and by the sea-surface
pressureand meteorological
profiles derivedfrom the ECMWF (EuropeanCentre for
MediumrangeWeatherForecasts)analysis.

Comparison to sea-surface pressure

0

012

014

016

018

•

Rm/R*
Figure 2. Difference between the apparent pressure
and the sea-surfacepressure versus the ratio between

First we are interested in the behavior of the apparent presstire derived from POLDER measurements in

the calculated

molecular

reflectance

and the measured

mean difference is - 412 hPa with a standard

t(Papp)-- t(P,)+{t(P,,) -- t(P,) + c•[t(Pa)- t(Ps)]} R*

total reflectance. 100%, 80% and 50% of the casesare
clear-skyconditions.We selectthe hilly clear-skysuper- situated within the isoline 1.0, 0.8 and 0.5 respectively.
pixels by using a simple reflectancetest. For each pixel The theoretical curvescorrespondto an air-mass factor
and for each viewing direction, the clear-sky reflectance m = 3. Curve a correspondsto a clean atmosphere.
at 865 nm •c•a•
....8•s is estimated from radiative transfer Curve b correspondsto a ratio between the aerosol resimulations. A super-pixel is declared clear if the mea- flectanceand the molecular reflectanceequal to 0.3 and
suredreflectance
•,,s6s + 0.02 for a formation pressureequal to 50 hPa.
all the 81 pixels of the super-pixel and for each viewing direction outside the expected region of the solar The reflectanceaffectedby O2-absorptionis formally
specularreflectiondelimited by a coneof half-angleof
30ø. A moreseverethreshold(0 insteadof 0.02).reduces -[•*t(Papp)-- /:•mt(Prr,)q-•a t(Pa) q-•s tatrr,t(Ps) (2)
the number of selectedclear casesbut doesnot change
wheret(P) is the two-pathoxygentransmission
between
significantlythe following results.
the
top-of-atmosphere
and
the
pressure
P.
Writing
For these clear-sky conditions,the POLDER apparent pressurePappis comparedto the sea-surface
pres- a - Ra/R,• , (1) and (2) give
sure P• (Figure 1). For the 78,364 selectedcases,the
deviation

of 144hPa. Not surprisingly,
Pappis generallysmaller
than P•. Indeed,Pappmustbe equalto P• onlywhenall
of the reflected radiation directly comesfrom the seastirface. In the other cases,we would have to take into
account the atmospheric effects. In order to illustrate
theseeffects,we considera simplemodel where R* is the
sum of the reflectancesdirectly generatedby molecular
scattering, aerosolscattering and surfacereflectance:

(3)
The molecular reflectanceR,• is easily calculable,
basedon single-scatteringapproximation; it is typically • 1%. From line-by-linesi•nulationsfor standard
atmospheres,the pressureP,• is found to hardly de-

crease(from 470 to 440 hPa) whenthe air-massfactor

increasesfrmn 2 to 5. The aerosol reflectance R• and
above all its associatedpressurePa are a lot more unt:•* -- t:•m q- [•a q- [•s I'atm ,
(1) certain. The aerosolpresstirevaluesextend from about
50 hPa for stratospheric aerosolto more than 900 hPa
where tatm stands for the atmospheric transmittance. for troposphericaerosol.

Figure2 reportsthe difference
P, - P•ppversusthe ratio between the calculated molecular reflectanceR,• and
the total reflectance R* inferred from POLDER

mea-

surements.Two theoretical curvesare also reported for

a typical air-massfactor m - 3. Curve a corresponds
to a cleanatmosphere(a - 0). Curve b corresponds
to an aerosol layer with a reflectance ratio a - 0.3 and
a formation pressureP• - 50 hPa. This curve b can

alsobe obtainedfor other conditions:for exampleP•
= 200 hPa but a - 0.38, or Pa - 900 hPa but a - 4.3.

However,R,•/R* is strictlylimitedby 1/(l+ct) that is

!000
t

1200
1200

1000

Sea-Surface
or CloudPressure
(hPa)

Figure 1. Comparisonbetweenthe apparent pressure
Pappderivedfrom POLDER andrespectively(i) the meteorologicalsea-surfacepressureP, for clear-sky pixels
and (ii) the cloud pressureP• derivedfrom Meteosat
brightnesstemperature for cloudy pixels.

0.77 for ct - 0.3 but only 0.19 for ct - 4.3.
Of course, a fixed value of ct whatever the solar and
viewingdirectionsis unrealistic.Nevertheless,the comparison between the measurements and these theoreti-

cal curvesleadsto someremarks:the generaltrend of
the observationsis rather well representedby the theoretical curves. As expected, the measureddifference
P, - P,•pptendstoward 0 when the contributionof the

photonsreflectedby the atmospherebecomesnegligible. Deviationsfromthe "mean"curve(not drawn)are
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mainly random, with a standard deviation increasing

FROM POLDER
i

2OO

from ~ 30 hPa to 70 hPa when R,•/R* increases.
On the average, the observations significantly de4OO

part from the theoreticalcleanatmospherecase(curve
a). Troposphericaerosoltypicallylocatedbetween800

OBSERVATIONS
i

i
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i

cloud
- •High
f •
ß(c)

and 1000 hPa cannot explain this bias which is ob-

_

servedfor large valuesof R,•/R*. It could be due to
a stratosphericaerosollayer and/or a very tenuouscirrus cloud layer. The stratospheric aerosol contents de-

rived from SAGE (StratosphericAerosoland Gas Experiment) measurementsare found to be nearly ten
times too small to explain such a bias. The frequent
occurrence

of thin

cirrus

with

reflectance

1000

of 1-2 % cannot be excludedbut is questionable.
Besidesan unlikely failure in the retrieval of the apparent pressure, another explanation could be in part

a slight bias in the stray light correction[Hagolle,private communication].Fortunately,sucha bias would
have a negligible effect in the caseof bright clouds as
consideredin the following.
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Figure 3. Theoretical curvesof the apparent pressure
as a function of the reflectance for mono-layered clouds

(curvesa and b) and for a multi-layeredcloudsystem
(curvec) abo,ve
the ocean.All the cloudsare2 km thick.

In casesa and b, the cloud optical thicknessvaries from
0 to 500. In casec, the high-levelcloudoptical thickness
varies from 0 to 500 while the low-level cloud optical
thickness is fixed to 16. The dots correspond to an
Comparison to Meteosat data
optical thicknessof 16 for both the low and the high
Now we are interested in the behavior of the apparent cloud. The viewing and the solar anglesare 0ø and 600
pressurein cloudy conditions. A super-pixel is declared respectively.

overcast if the condition R865 > 0.50 is satisfied for all

the 81 pixels of the super-pixel and for each viewing
direction. A large threshold is chosenin order to privilege the cloudsthat are opaquein the Meteosat infrared
channeland to avoid as far as possiblethe presenceof
partly cloud-filled pixels.
In this section, are only considered the cloudy pix-

ples are reported in Figure 3. Clouds are assumedto
be homogeneousplane-parallel layers. The microphysical model for low-level cloudsis a distribution of liquid

water dropswith an effectiveradiusof 10 ttm [Hansen
and Travis,1974]. High-levelcloudsare assumedto be
els observed both from POLDER
and from Meteosat
composed
of hexagonaliceplateswith dimensions
L/2R
within +1/4 hour (some trials using GOES instead = 15 ttm/300 ttm [Brogniez½tal., 1995].In Fig. 3, the
of Meteosatobservations
givessimilar results). Three cloud optical thickness 5 varies from 0 to 500. As noted
ADEOS orbits are concerned on November 10, 1996. previously,P, ppdiffersnotablyfrom P, when 5 = 0.
For each selected super-pixel, a pressure Pc is derived
from the brightnesstemperature measuredin the 11 ttm
channelof the geostationarysatellite by using meteorological profile. Disregardingerrors chiefly causedby
uncertainties in temperature profile, the pressure Pc
is close to the cloud-top pressure when the cloud is
opaque. Note however that the auxiliary atmospheric
data archivedwith the POLDER products are given for
only eight pressurelevels, namely 180, 310, 440, 560,
680,800, 1000 hPa and the surface level. Therefore the
well-known inversion observednear the top of the stratocumulus clouds may be missedin these data; it can
result in a large error in the derivation of the cloud pres:
sure from the observedtemperature. In the following,
results are thus to be consideredcautiously in the case
of low-level

clouds.

The comparison between the 5Ietcosat cloud pres-

sure Pc and the POLDER apparent pressurePappis
reported in Fig. 1. For the 32,471 selected cases, the
mean

difference

is 184 hPa with

a standard

deviation

The apparent pressure does not correspond to the
cloudtop becauseof multiple scatteringinsidethe cloud.
This photon penetration effect remainssignificanteven
for cloud optical thicknesslarger than 100. From many
simulationssuchas thosereported in Fig. 3, it appears
that for single cloud layers with a typical reflectance

valueof 50 %, the apparentpressureis generallyslightly
largerthan the meancloudpressure(i.e. rather toward
the cloudbottom than towardthe cloudtop).
In the caseof multi-layered cloud systems,the difference between the apparent and the cloud top pressure

is amplified(curvec in Fig.3). Indeed,a large part of
the reflected

radiation

can come from

the lower

cloud

layer. That can explain very large differencesbetween
the POLDER apparent pressure and the pressure
derived

from

thermal

infrared

channels.

Note that

the

brightnesstemperature techniquealso can overestimate
the cloud-top pressure in case of multiple cloud layers
if so, the difference between the apparent and the true

cloud-toppressurewouldbe still largerthan P, pp-

Note that our simulations agree with the observed
of 87 hPa. As the reflectancethreshold is large enough,
no significantvariation of the differenceas a function of variation of the photon penetration with the air-mass

the reflectanceis observed.A slight variationof Papp factor. Typically,we foundOP,pp/Om•-

30 hPa and

with the air-mass factor m is noted. Each super-pixel is - 80 hPa for single and two-layered clouds respectively,
observed under several directions to which correspond to be compared to the observed - 65 hPa.

differentvaluesof m; on average,OPapp/Orrt
•- 65 hPa.
As expectedfrom theoreticalconsiderations[e.g.,Wu, Conclusion
1985],P,ppis nowlargerthan Pc. Simulations
usingthe
DiscreteOrdinate Method [Starnmeset al., 1988]were
The first resultsof the apparentpressureP•ppderived
performedfor various cloudy situations and variousso- from ADEOS-POLDER data have been presented. They
lar illumination and viewing conditions. Some exam- only concern oceanic situations. Over land, the inter-
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pretation of the apparent pressure is even more complicated because the surface reflectivity can present a

Brogniez, G., J.C. Buriez, V. Giraud, F. Parol, and C.
Vanbauce, Determination of effective emittance and radiatively equivalent microphysical model of cirrus from
largespectralvariability IBrdonand Bouffi•s,1996].
ground-basedand satellite observationsduring the InterUnder clear-sky conditions, the apparent pressure
national Cirrus Experiment: The 18 October 1989 case
tendstowardthe sea-surface
pressure(within ~30 hPa)
study,
Mon. Wea. Rev., 123, 1025-1036, 1995.
when the contribution of the photons reflected by the
atmosphere becomesnegligible. Outside the sunglint Buriez, J.C., C. Vanbauce, F. Parol, P. Goloub, M. Herman, B. Bonnel, Y. Fouquart, P. Couvert, and G. Size,
regiofi,the sea-surface
reflectivityis very weak and the
Cloud detection and derivation of cloud properties from
apparent pressureis thus highly dependenton the atPOLDER, Int. J. Remote Sensing, 18, 2785-2813, 1997.
mospherecomposition;the presenceof a high-levelscatChance,K.V., Improvementof the 02 A-band spectroscopic
tering layer, even very tenuous, can have a significant
database for satellite-based cloud detection, J. Quant.
impact on the measure of the apparent pressure.
Spectrosc.Radiat. Transj•er,58 no. 3, 375-378, 1997.
Under cloudy conditions, the apparent pressure is Deschamps,P.Y., F. M. Br•on, M. Leroy, A. Podaire, A.
greater than the cloud top pressurebecauseof the effect
Bricaud, J.C. Buriez, and G. S•ze, The POLDER mission:
of surfacereflectivity and multiple scatteringinside the
Instrument characteristicsand scientificobjectives,IEEE
cloud. The measured difference between the POLDER
Trans. Geosci. Rein. Sens., 32, 598-615, 1994.
apparent pressure and the cloud top pressure derived Fisher,J., and H. Grassl,Detectionof cloud-topheightfrom

from infrared measurementsis on the average180 hPa.
Such a difference appears rather large for single cloud
layers. However, there is often occurrenceof both low

andhighclouds[Warrenel al., 1988].In thiscase,very
large differencescan arise even when the high cloud appears opaque in the thermal infrared window.
Some doubt remains concerning the spectroscopic
data and the modeling of the apparent pressurebased

on line-by-linecalculations [Kuze and Chance,1994;
Chance,1997]. However,forcingthe adjustmentbetween the averageof the clear-skyobservationsand the

clean-skysimulations(curvea in Fig. 2) wouldincrease
the observeddifferencesbetween the cloud top and the
apparent pressure.

backscattered radiances within the 02 A-band. Part 1:

Theoretical study, J. Appl. Meteor., 30, 1245-1259, 1991.
Fisher, J., W. Cordes, A. Schmitz-Peiffer•.W. Renger, and
P. MSrl, Detection of cloud-topheightfrom backscattered
radiances within the 02 A-band. Part 2: Measurements,
J. Appl. Meteor., 30, 1260-1267, 1991.
Hagolle, O., P. Goloub, P.Y. Deschamps,T. Bailleul, J.M.
Nicolas, Y. Fouquart, A. Meygret, J.L. Deuz•, M. Herman, F. Parol, and F.-M. Br•on, Results of POLDER
in-flight calibration. In SensorsSystemsand Next Generation Satellite III, Proc. SPIE 3221, 1997.
Hansen,J.E., and L. D. Travis, Light scatteringin planetary
atmospheres,SpaceSci. Rev., 16, 527-610, 1974.

Kuze, A., and K.V. Chance, Analysisof cloud top height
and cloud coveragefrom satellites using the 02 A and B

The POLDER apparentpressureis thought to be usebands, J. Geophys.Res., 99, 14481-14492, 1994.
ful for discriminating clear and cloudy pixels and for O'Brien, D.M., and R. M. Mitchell, Error estimates for rederiving the cloud pressure. These first results outline
trieval of cloud-top pressureusing absorption in the A
that the use of the apparent pressure in the cloud deband of Oxygen, J. Appl. Meteor., 31, 1179-1192, 1992.
tection has to be made with precautions. For cloudy Rothman, L.S., C.P. Rinsland, A. Goldman, $.T. Massie,
scenes,even when the sea-surfacereflectivity effect is
D.P. Edwards, J.-M. Flaud, A. Pertin, C. Camy-Peyret,
negligible, the apparent pressureis not the cloud top
V. Dana, J.-.Y. Mandin, J. Schroeder,A. McCann, R.R.
pressure. Its comparisonwith the actual cloud top presCamache, R.B. Wattson, K. Yoshino, K. Chance, K.

sure (or at least the cloudtop derivedfrom thermal
infraredmeasurements)
is expectedto containinforma-

Jucks, L.R. Brown, V. Nemtchinov, and P. Varanasi,
The HITRAN Molecular Spectroscopic Database and
tion about the cloud vertical structure.
More studies are
HAWKS: 1996 Edition, to be submitted to J. Quant. Specneeded in order to extract this information
that could
trosc. Radiat. Transfer, 1998.
be very useful particularly for the derivation of surface Stamnes,K., S.C. Tsay, W. Wiscombe, and K. Jayaweera,
Numerically stable algorithm for discrete-ordinatethermal fluxes from satellite observations.
method radiative transfer in multiple scatteringand emitting layered media, Appl. Opt., 27, 2502-2509, 1988.
Warren, S.C., C.J. Hahn, J. London, R.M. Chervin, and
R.L. Jenne, Global distribution of total cloud cover and
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